#HamEast Meeting Minutes- 3/31

Present: Amy, Amber, Meetch, Tabby, Austin, Hayden, Zacky, Mark, Kevin, Anna, Butt Brandon, Desmond

Start time: 8:00 End time: 9:04

1. Remind Brandon about RHA Rep position

2. OTM’s this month!@+!
   -Kevin and Austin u da guys

3. Dear Diary, Just Dance Night on April 11th at 7pm
   -Amber will get the game pads and reserve them
   -Xbox, Kinect, Just Dance
   -Table pizza money- $150
   -Hero- Brandon, Anna, Amber, Mark, Kevin- Saturday at 2
   -Amber will hella do fliers

4. Earth Day- April 25

5. HamStock- May 16 @ Humpy Lumpy at 5(?)
   -Anna has stage, lawn, power maybe, talked to Ethan would try to get On the Rocks to perform, knows a band, we know a band
   -Meet at Humpy Lumpy at 2 on Saturday
   -Desmond has arrived
   -Who is playing, what are we doing?, budget?
     -We want music, we want bands (Hayden will get the crews), maybe a DJ (Palmer, Chris), Mello Yello? might want money,
     -And a Transition DJ???
   -5-8:30
   -Hayden contacting people
   -Sign-in and get a raffle ticket
-Get student staff to help??

-LLC help?? They have a carnival at the same time?? We want our own vibe

-We want an outdoor festival type

-Do we want people to pay?

-For food, do we want points and catering with maybe a barbeque?? Or food car??

-Sunset at 8:30

-Hamburgers and Hotdogs, chips, paper plates, fruit, lemonade, water, soda with coolers,

-How many people?? ~300 people?!

-What do we want as outdoor games?? Cornholes, badminton, horseshoes, Norwegian tennis- anyone wanna talk to student activities resource center

-Brandon will do that

-Plan B for if it rains

-try to get a stage with a cover, people would still come

-If we want a DJ, there might not be room on a stage..

-Measure concrete space and measure all kinds of stages and find one that fits best

**-Gonna plan to advertise next week**

-Lil hand fliers?? Nice posters?? Stay tuned

**Delta Plus**

Haydens here!!

Went in depth with HamStock

Peace n luvs

**Delta Minus**
Erika is sick
Went over